
ANALYTIC CONTINUATION FOR FUNCTIONS
OF SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES

BY

R. H. CAMERON AND D. A. STORVICKC)

In our proof of a translation theorem for analytic Feynman integrals [3], a

function of two complex variables arose which was analytic in each variable if

the other variable was restricted to real values. In this paper we establish some

results relating analyticity and separate analyticity for functions of several complex

variables.

These results differ from the classical ones [1] in that the functions are

not defined initially on complete neighborhoods, only on lower dimensional

subsets, and also differ from recent results [2], [4, p. 766] in that our proof

gives a precise estimate of the domain of analyticity. This estimate is used in later

theorems.

It is convenient to begin with a lemma treating the case of two complex variables

in complete detail.

Lemma 1. Let f(z, w) be defined and bounded on all compact subsets of the three

dimensional region obtained by intersecting the product of two circles

@ = {{z, w) | \z\ < Ri =: +00, |w| < R2 =: +00}

with the union of two hyperplanes (? = {(z,w) | (Imz)(Im u>) = 0}. For each real

x, —R1<x<R1, let f(x, w) be analytic in w throughout \w\ <R2, and for each real

u, — R2<u<R2, let f(z,u) be analytic throughout \z\<R. Then there exists a

function g(z, w) and positive numbers Sx ï: RJ4, 82 ̂  i?2/4 such that g{z, w) is analytic

in 3t* = {{z, w) I \z\ < 8j, \w\ < S2} andf(z, w)=g(z, w)for (z, w) e SI* n 0>.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume Rx and R2 are both finite. Let

F(z, w) =f(az, bw), where a = RJA and b = R2/4. The function F(x, w) is analytic

in w for \w\ <4 for each real x, \x\ <4, and F(z, u) is analytic in z for \z\ <4 for

each real u, \u\ <4. The function F(z, w) is bounded on all compact subsets of the

intersection of a3 with {(z, w) | \z\ <4 and |w| <4}.

Let B be chosen so that \F(z, w)\^B for (z, w) e&> and \z\-¿R' and |w| £R',
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where(2) 5/2+ y/2<R'<4. Let us define

FnM, w) = dfn dwn F(z, w)

wherever it exists. In particular, these derivatives exist for the above region when

m = 0 if z is real and when « = 0 if w is real.

By Cauchy's inequality we have

\Fm,0(z, w)\ ^ (^[Bir   if |*| SI,       Im w = 0   and    |Re(w)| ^ Ä',

and

l^o.n(z, w)\ ^ (R"^l)n   if |w| SI,       Imz = 0   and    |Re(z)| ^ R'.

For real (x, w) we expand F(x, u) in a double Legendre series, thus

CO

F(X, U) ~      2     am.nPm(x)Pn(u),
m.n = Q

and we have

«m.-. = (/n+2)(" + 2) J     J     F(x,u)Pm{x)Pn{u)dxdu.

By Rodriques' formula and integration by parts

am.n = [m+^j £±i£) J" J" F(*. u)Pm(x) £-n («2-1)" <fti dx

- ^^'^ 17 J-7 páx)f°-áx' m)("2- i)n Jm *•

We therefore obtain

4(m+l/2)(n+l/2)fl

and similarly

\a       <l"m.n|   = 2n(R'-l)n

.       ,      4(m+l/2)(«+l/2)£
| flm.nl   = 2m(.R'-l)m

(2) The number 4 which occurs in the statement of the theorem and correspondingly in

the proof is used because it is a convenient number which is slightly greater than 5/2+ y/2.

As we shall see, the latter number is important in obtaining the convergence of the double

Legendre series which will be basic to this proof.
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Now m and n cannot both be less than q = (m + n)/2. If m^q, we have

,       . ^ 4(m+l/2)(n+l/2)B ^ (2m+l)(2n+\)B
l«m.»l =        2m(R'-\)m        =       2"{R'-\f

Similarly, if n^q we obtain

Thus, in either case

K (2m+l)(2n+l)B

2\R'-\y

,       ,      (2m+l)(2»+l)g
|"m,n|   =    n(^'_ ni(m + n)/2

By Laplace's integral formula :

Pn(z) = - f* {z + (z2-1)1'2 cos 9>}" dp,
17 Jo

we have for |z|^l that |z+(z2-l)1/2 cosç>| < 1 + y/2 so that \Pm{z)\^{\ + y/2)m

if |z| ^ 1. Thus for \z\ ̂  1 and \w\ ̂  1,

\am,nPm(z)Pn(w)\ ï ^+i^+äf(i + V2)«-**.

But since Ä' > 5/2 +1/2, we have 2(i?' -1) > (1 + V2)2» and since

\am.nPm{z)Pn{w)\ = (2w +1)(2« + l)^(V(^?1)))m+n»

the double series S,,^«»,.^)/'.^) converges absolutely and uniformly for

|z| < 1, |w| < 1. It converges to a function g(z, w) which is analytic in (z, w) in the

four dimensional region |z|<l, |w|<l. Therefore the original function/(z, w)

has an analytic continuation to âiï*={(z,w)\ \z\<a = RJ4, \w\ <b = R2/4}. This

completes the proof of the lemma.

Note. It is clear that we may modify the hypothesis so that the centers of the

two circles are translated to any two points and the diameters are rotated into any

diameters.

An example as simple as/(z, w)=l¡(z + w — i) shows that the 8 = 1/4 obtained

above cannot equal one. However, the fact that we have a precise estimate, a

lower bound on 8, enables us to considerably extend the domain of analyticity

in the case where/(z, w) is an entire function in one variable.

Let us now assume that in the lemma Rx = \, R2 = cc, and let us restrict our

attention to the z-plane. By the lemma, there exists a disk \z\ < 8= 1/4 contained in
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the domain of analyticity(3). By a simple translation and change of scale, every disk

(x—x0)2+y2<8(l — \x0\)2 is contained in the domain of analyticity. Hence the

diamond shaped region D containing the origin z = 0 and bounded by the lines

x   y      ,       x       v        ,     x     y        , .   x     y      ,

is contained in the domain of analyticity.

As before, we obtain an obvious generalization by change of scale, translation,

and rotation.

Terminology. In the future, the term "diamond shaped region" or "diamond"

will mean a region similar to the one described above, bounded by a rhombus with

one diagonal exactly one-fourth the length of the other.

Let us now consider repeated application of the above procedure, i.e., take any

line segment / which is contained in D and which is the diameter of a circle con-

tained in \z\ < 1 and construct the diamond shaped region D¡ on /. We now repeat

using D u Dh etc. If we consider all possible star shaped regions centered at the

origin to which/can be extended analytically(4), the union of all such star shaped

regions R = {Ja Da is again star shaped with respect to this origin and as we shall

now prove, convex.

If R were not convex, there would exist two points P, Q e R with the line segment

PQ d: R. There exists a line segment pq parallel to PQ, with end points on the lines

from the origin to P and Q, which contains a point S, S $ R such that the line seg-

ment is closest to the origin. We now construct a diamond on a line segment

rs c R, rs parallel to pq, with ends on OP and OQ, and closer to the origin. If

rs is sufficiently close to pq, the diamond shaped region constructed on rs contains

S and therefore contradicts the assumption that S $ R = {Ja Da- Thus the region R

is convex.

Since R is a convex set, F = Fr(R) is a rectifiable curve and possesses a tangent

except, at most, at a countable set of points. If R is not the unit disk \z\ < 1, there

exists a point/», \p\<\, peY such that at p, Y: z=z(t) has a tangent. Let The the

tangent line to T atp = z(t0). Then there exists a S0 > 0 such that for all t, \t—10\ < 80

the secant line ^joining z(t) to z(t0) makes an angle a(t) with Toi size < arc tan (1/4).

We form the circle Cp:\z —p\ = 1 — |p| and pick an integer n>0 such that 1 ¡n<S0

and such that z(t0 + \/n)=qn lies in the interior of Cp. The diamond constructed on

pqn contains points exterior to R since the angle of the diamond is > arc tan (1/4).

This contradicts the definition of R as the domain R = {Ja Da; therefore R is the

unit disk, -R = {|z| < 1}.

(3) I.e., the domain in the z-plane such that the function can be extended so as to be

analytic in (z, w) for all z in the particular domain and all complex w.

(4) See the previous footnote.
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We now formalize the results of the foregoing observations in our second

lemma.

Lemma 2. Iff(z, w) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and if i?2=oo, then the

conclusion of Lemma 1 holds with 81 = R1 and 82 = oo.

The techniques above are not restricted in applicability to the case of two

complex variables. Indeed, the proof of the lemma can be immediately extended

to yield the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Q¿ denote a disk about the origin of radius Rj and real diameter

Lj for j= 1,2,...,«. Let f{zu z2,..., zn) be defined and bounded on all compact

subsets of

S = (Ot xL2x ■ ■ ■ xLn) u (LiX Q.2xL3x ■ ■ ■ xLn) u ■ • ■ u (Lx x ■ • • xZ,n_! x Qn).

Let f{zu ..., zn) be analytic for zx e Qj for (z2,..., zn) e L2 x ■ ■ ■ x Ln, be analytic

for z2 e £12 for (zl5 z3,..., zn) e Lx x L3 x ■ ■ ■ x Ln,..., be analytic for zn e Í2n for

(zu z2,..., zn_i) eLx xL2x ■ ■ ■ xLn_j. Then there exists 81; S2,..., Sn>0 and a

function g(zu z2,..., zn) analytic in A=Aj xA2x • • • xAn, where Ay is a disk of

radius 8j^(2/5)n~2Ri/4 about the origin in the z¡ plane for 7= 1,2,... ,n and

/(zi, • • •, Zn)=g(zi, z2,..., zn) on S n A.

Proof. The proof is the obvious analogue ofthat of Lemma 1, with the numbers

(l + -v/2)n/2+l and 4(5/2)""2 taking the places of 5/2 + y/2 and 4 respectively. It

is easy to see that the first of these numbers is less than the second when n > 1,

while the theorem holds trivially when n = 1. Thus the theorem holds in general.

An application of the principle of analytic continuation and the monodromy

theorem for several complex variables yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let £lx be a simply connected domain in the z^-plane and let ¿lj

denote the zrplane, \z¡\ < 00 for 7 = 2, 3,..., n. Let L1 be a line segment, L1 c ííi

and let Lj denote a complete line, L; <= Q.jforj=2,...,«. Let f(zx,..., zn) be defined

and bounded on all compact subsets of

S = (ü1 x L2 x ■ ■ ■ x Ln) u (Li x £22 x L3 x ■ ■ ■ x Ln) u • • • u (Lx x ■ ■ ■ x Ln _ 1 x Qn).

LetfiZi,..., zn) be analytic in Clxfor (z2,..., zn) e L2 x ■ ■ ■ x Ln, and letf(zu ..., zn)

be analytic in Q.2 for (zls z3,..., zn)eL1xL2x ■ ■ ■ xLn, and ..., let f(zu ..., z„)

be analytic in Q.nfor (z1(..., zn_1)eL1x ■ ■ • xLn_y. Then there exists a function

g(zu ..., zn) which is analytic in i^ x • • • x Qn such that g(zu ..., zn) =/(z1;..., z„)

onS.
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Proof. For the case in which £lx is a disk and Lx a diameter of íí1; the proof is

the obvious «-dimensional extension of the proof of Lemma 2. For the case in

which D-! is a disk and L1 is a segment of a diameter and is concentric with ßl5

essentially the same argument works. Now for the general case, consider any point

P in Qj and connect it to the common center Q1 of O-! and Lx by a smooth curve C

in Qt. Apply the preceding case to extend analytically to the largest disk about ßi

that lies in Qj. Repeat the process for a point Q2 that lies on the intersection of C

with this disk. The usual argument shows that P can be reached by a finite set of

repetitions of this process, and the monodromy theorem shows that a single valued

extension can be made to the whole of £V Thus the theorem is proved.
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